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(ABSTRACT)

Control flow hijacking attacks such as Return Oriented Programming (ROP) and data oriented attacks like Data Oriented Programming (DOP) are problems still plaguing modern software today. While there have been many attempts at hardening software and protecting against these attacks, the heavy performance cost of running these defenses and intrusive modifications required has proven to be a barrier to adoption. In this work, we present Monguard, a high-performance hardware assisted in-process monitor protection system utilizing Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK) to enforce execute-only memory, combined with code randomization and runtime binary patching to effectively protect and hide in-process monitors. Next, we introduce L-MVX, a flexible lightweight Multi-Variant Execution (MVX) system running in the in-process monitor system that aims to solve some of the performance problems of recent MVX defenses through selective program call graph protection and in-process monitoring, maintaining security guarantees either by breaking attacker assumptions or creating a scenario where a particular attack only works on a single variant.
Secure and Efficient In-Process Monitor and Multi-Variant Execution

SengMing Yeoh

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Memory corruption attacks are still prevalent on modern software. While there have been many attempts at hardening software and preventing against these attacks, the heavy performance cost of running these defenses and intrusive modifications required have proven to be a barrier to adoption. In this work, we present Monguard, a high-performance hardware assisted in-process monitor protection system that provides an unintrusive and efficient way to defend against these attacks on monitor systems. We also introduce L-MVX, a flexible lightweight process monitoring engine running on Monguard that aims to solve some of the performance problems of recent monitor defenses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this digital era of cloud and ubiquitous computing where the internet and the applications running on or interacting with it have become a staple of everyday life the security of the data and the ability to mitigate impact of breaches or hijacks has become ever more cardinal to the safety and well-being of society as a whole. Yet attacks and data exfiltration or information leaks have become a norm as not only the amount of data at risk increases but the attack surface [51]. In particular, attacks on memory to directly hijack the control flow of programs [7, 9, 44, 49] or alter non-control flow data to modify the execution of the program [24] are still a very real and persistent threat [56]. For example, 3 of the Top 5 software weaknesses according to the MITRE 2020 CWE report are related to memory exploitation and corruption attacks such as out-of-bounds reads, writes, and memory buffer bounds violations like buffer overflows [41].

1.1 Motivation

Over the 30 year history of memory corruption attacks there have been many types of defenses proposed both in academic and commercial settings with the goal of defeating or hardening software against such memory attacks. Generally, these defenses can be broken down into three different classes [32]:

1. ...
• Enforcement-based defenses

• Program monitors

• Diversity-based defenses

In our work we chose to focus on making the second and third class of defenses more robust, flexible, and lightweight. Program monitors and diversity-based defenses have some glaring weaknesses which pose barriers to greater adoption which we will discuss in the next sections.

1.1.1 Current Protection Domain Weaknesses

There is a great deal of work in the space of protection domains and memory isolation as it prevents untrusted components from accessing or modifying contents of security sensitive components of the system, such as cryptographic private keys [17]. Some techniques like Software Fault Isolation (SFI) [66] rely on compiler instrumentation of memory accesses while other approaches make use of hardware page protection to isolate memory without significant overhead while executing the protected component [5, 37]. In these systems switching control between components requires context switches to the kernel or changes in hypervisor mode. However, the fact that the monitor resides in a separate address space from the monitored code leads to unavoidable performance overheads when the untrusted code frequently traps to the monitor. Other technologies such as Trusted Execution Environments [25] have also been shown to have a high switching cost [30].

On the other hand, in-process monitors often have cheaper communication costs since no context switch is needed. However, protecting the monitor code itself becomes a new problem. For example, Shuffler [72] uses an in-process monitor to continuously randomize the application code location to defeat code reuse attacks. Some other research uses protection
domains within the target address space to isolate the monitor code. For example, segmentation in x86-32 CPU can be used to define logically isolated memory regions for sensitive data isolation [31, 73]. Unfortunately, the x86-64 architecture has mostly dropped support for segment limit in 64-bit mode. Finally, developing application reference monitors inside the kernel is a nontrivial work because it is very hard to avoid introducing unintended bugs to the system TCB [63].

1.1.2 Current Program Monitor Weaknesses

One of these challenges plagues program monitor systems and involves conflicting priorities of a defense - attempting to provide strong isolation between the monitor and the target program while maintaining low communication overheads. Many of these monitor systems utilize process-level isolation [45, 50, 63] while others use hypervisor-based isolation techniques [5, 29, 67] to separate the two entities. In the case of Multi-Variant eXecution (MVX) systems, several monitors make use of the ptrace interface to perform process-level isolation.

The downside of this is that the out-of-process monitors based on process-level isolation often come with overheads of up to 9x over an unprotected application when running commodity server applications like Nginx [63]. In addition to that, the monitors utilizing kernel-based [14, 70] or hybridized [63] approaches for isolation require intrusive modifications to the underlying kernel which poses a barrier to adoption of these defenses.

MVX systems also tend to suffer from false positives due to the isolation and differentiation between the variants [14]. Divergences between hosts when encountering non-attack payloads due to non-determinism can occur, requiring specialized techniques to deal with each class of false positive, such as result replication across variants. We believe reducing the protected
surface to only the necessary code accessing potential attacker input is sufficient to protect the entire program, reducing the need to handle false positives on benign code.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are the following:

- We introduce Monguard, a system in which a high-performance in-process monitor is efficiently isolated from the rest of the application leveraging Intel Memory Protection Key (MPK) technology, Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) call trampolines, and safe execution stack contexts.

- L-MVX, a practical use for the Monguard system in the form of a lightweight in-process Multi Variant Execution (MVX) monitor, allowing us to perform selective MVX protection at a PLT library call granularity on vulnerable sections of the program, further reducing the overhead of cross-variant monitor synchronization.

- Static analysis using LLVM compiler framework middle-end passes to further increase the flexibility and efficiency of L-MVX, allowing runtime memory diversification without breaking program semantics.

1.3 Thesis Organization

We organize the remainder of this thesis as follows: In Chapter 3 we go over the design and implementation for Monguard while in Chapter 4 talks about the design and implementation of the L-MVX system running on top of Monguard. Next, we showcase the evaluation results
from performance and security perspectives in Chapter 5. Lastly, we look into future work and potential improvements to our system and conclude the thesis in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter aims to provide background information and context relevant to the rest of the thesis. First we talk about a few different Control Flow Hijacking Vulnerabilities in Section 2.1 followed by non-control data vulnerabilities in Section 2.2. We then talk about prior work done in similar threads to the contributions in this thesis which are capable of defeating these attacks in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 then discusses the process of dynamic linking, ELF binaries, and the \texttt{LD\_PRELOAD} environment variable used to enable our work. Section 2.5 describes the Intel Memory Protection Keys hardware feature used to enable quick hardware accelerated switching of permissions, used in the Monguard system.

2.1 Control Flow Hijacking Vulnerabilities

Control flow hijacking vulnerabilities are a class of attacks allowing the attacker to take over the program control flow and perform unintended operations using the hijacked program. These types of attacks usually involve a memory corruption vulnerability such as a heap or stack buffer overflow or underflow that directly or indirectly enables the attacker to gain control of the program counter and redirect execution. The following is by no means an exhaustive list of current control flow vulnerabilities but rather provide a base with which to understand the threat model and how our defenses work against these attacks.
2.1.1 Buffer Overflows

Buffer overflows [2] are a critical vulnerability which serves as an entry point to an array of other attacks [7, 9, 44, 49, 58]. Buffer overflows occur when a buffer located on the stack is directly or indirectly written to by an attacker through a variety of libc calls (eg. read, recv, strcpy etc.). By not explicitly setting bounds checks in the program logic, the programmers can leave the program open to exploitation. When the attacker writes more than the buffer’s capacity to the stack the remaining data spills over to the control data on the stack, the main target being the saved return address for the caller of that function. While the specific stack layout, local variables on the stack and their offsets vary based on architecture, the commonality is control data is stored on the stack as well.

Upon returning from that function, the overwritten return address is then popped from the stack to the program counter and the program resumes executing instructions from that location. In earlier exploits before the introduction of Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [15] the attacker could then redirect the program counter back to the stack which they had just overwritten, allowing them to perform code injection by including assembly instructions into the stack data being written. When DEP was introduced, this technique was rendered infeasible as the stack memory was marked as non-executable, preventing attacks from jumping back to it. This indirectly led to attackers attempting to jump to other locations in the program, reusing existing instructions or code in the target’s address space to mount an attack.

2.1.2 Return-Oriented Programming Attacks

One of these attacks is known as Return-Oriented-Programming (ROP) [49]. Before we discuss ROP we first look into Return-to-libc (ret2libc) [58] attacks as they are connected,
where ROP is a more robust and expressive version of ret2libc. In a basic ret2libc attack on a 32-bit X86 system, the attacker performs a buffer overflow and gains control of the program counter and then proceeds to redirect execution of the program to a code region in the program, usually a the address of a libc function. For the rest of the discussion, we will be referring to Intel-based architectures. In 32-bit systems, since the call ABI states that functions pass arguments on the stack, it is sufficient to include the injected arguments in the buffer that is being overflowed. A canonical way of performing this attack is by looking for the address of the system() libc call and the string "/bin/sh" and jumping to that libc call, opening a shell that can be used by the attacker. On 64-bit systems, this is more difficult as arguments are no longer passed on the stack but rather through registers.

This is where ROP comes into play; in ROP, the program address space is first scanned for gadgets which are chunks of instructions ending in an instruction serving to redirect the control flow to yet another location. Some examples of these gadgets can be seen in Figure 2.1. These gadgets end in either hardcoded immediate jumps, call instructions, or return instructions, enabling gadget chaining which means an attacker can string together a turing-complete string of gadgets as long as the redirection instruction jumps to another location within the attacker’s control.

Analyzing the Nginx webserver’s binary alone we were able to detect 30455 unique gadgets. On architectures like Intel x86-64 instructions have a variable length, meaning attacks are not limited to gadgets of a fixed size on an alignment, further increasing the number of gadget candidates. Utilizing these gadgets, an attacker can then set the %rdi, %rsi, %rdx,
2.2. NON-CONTROL DATA HIJACKING

%rcx, %r8 and %r9 registers which were needed to call the libc function and pass it arguments following the x86-64 ABI or perform other operations like stack pivoting which is especially useful when performing heap-based instead of stack-based buffer overflows.

2.2 Non-control Data Hijacking

Non-control data attacks involve attackers altering the program execution flow indirectly, without writing memory directly used in control transfer instructions [13]. This is also done without exiting the regular bounds of where the program can execute, unlike with ROP. By overflowing local variables and gaining control of non-control data pointers, attackers have shown they are able to perform privilege escalation or exfiltrate sensitive data [23]. Similar to ROP, these data-oriented attacks also take advantage of buffer overflow vulnerabilities which can corrupt memory.

Taking it a step further, Hu et al. have shown that in some programs, there exist gadget dispatcher loops which allows attackers to string together these data-oriented gadgets to form expressive turing-complete attack payloads in their Data-Oriented Programming (DOP) paper [24]. These gadgets also consist of short instruction sequences connected sequentially to perform logical, assignment, load, store, jump and even conditional jump operations. Once the attacker is able to corrupt local variables which gate the number of iterations a loop makes, they are able to consistently corrupt data and continuously inject/interact with their gadget dispatcher by corrupting the local variables to different data each iteration. The authors perform static analysis to locate and leverage these structures like the gadget dispatcher and the data-oriented gadgets. They show that purely course-grained memory randomization defenses such as Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [3] are not sufficient to defeat DOP as they are able to find and leak the randomized location.
2.3 Existing Mitigation Techniques

There have been a multitude of mitigation techniques to defeat the attacks detailed in the previous sections \cite{3,10,12,72}, we will focus on existing monitor isolation and Multi-Version-eXecution (MVX) techniques to contrast that with our work in this thesis.

2.3.1 Memory Isolation Techniques

An application can be split into different protection domains. This is especially useful for sensitive data protection (e.g., SSL key). Researchers have proposed using OS primitives \cite{36}, x86 segmentation \cite{33}, and even virtualization techniques \cite{37} to protect sensitive data inside the address space. For example, light-weight contexts (lwCs) modifies the OS kernel to provide independent units of isolation within a process \cite{36}.

ARMlock \cite{75} performs the opposite, opting to isolate untrusted modules within the application code to their own sandboxed domains. It functions by leveraging ARM’s memory domain hardware feature support to create them. Memory accesses from within the sandbox are confined within them while system calls are interposed by the host where policies can be set.

Following this direction, recent work leverage Intel MPK to achieve sensitive data isolation with cheaper performance cost \cite{21,42,61}. For example, libmpk is proposed as a library to virtualize the protection keys for the scalability problem \cite{42}. ERIM further utilizes binary analysis/rewriting to prevent unintended sensitive MPK instructions from being maliciously used \cite{61}. Although the MPK memory permission switch can be very efficient, MPK itself
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does not guarantee the code page safety.

Other work like IMIX [20] introduce new proof-of-concept hardware primitives called \texttt{smov}, \texttt{sload} and \texttt{sstore} in order to isolate memory, running on Intel’s Simulation and Analysis Engine. IMIX also requires kernel modifications in order to mark the relevant Page Table Entries (PTE) as secure or insecure. The authors argue that while other research in this domain sacrifices security in favor of performance, their approach enables strong and efficient in-process data isolation. It also avoids the need to perform bounds check instruction instrumentation for each memory access instruction.

2.3.2 MVX Techniques

The core concept behind Multi-Variant Execution (MVX) is that by having multiple diversified variants of a program, they ensure attack payloads will only work against a subset of the variants and any divergence in the flow of execution between variants will be picked up by a monitoring agent. The diversification can be in the form of stack growth direction [46], processor architecture [64, 68], or memory layout [6, 8, 62].

Ptrace (Cross-Process) based Monitors

\texttt{ptrace} [71] is a linux system call which allows allows a tracer process to observe and instrument changes into the execution of a tracee process by hooking and intercepting system calls and the \texttt{waitpid} polls the tracee for entry and exit of system calls. This makes it an ideal candidate for MVEE or MVX systems, allowing them to break the execution of tracee processes on syscalls and perform lockstep execution on the variants. These lockstep execution synchronization points (labelled Rendez-vous points in [62]) occur at syscall entry and exit points. Since the variants are executing on the same system, they have to perform I/O-
related system calls only once on one variant to avoid events like double writes which would change the semantics of the program, and can lead to errors. System calls with mutable results that vary every execution (non-determinism), or have side effects within the kernel are also replicated across variants in order to avoid false-positive detections. The primary disadvantage of ptrace-based systems is the number of data copies and context switches required between the kernel and both master and slave replicae.

In-process Monitors

There also exists some in-process monitors similar to our contribution in this thesis that exist in the process address space as a library. One such monitor is VARAN [22], which sits in userspace as a statically linked library but performs system call interception by rewriting the binary and patching system calls in the application binary to redirect the execution to dedicated handlers within a coordinator subsystem. The leader and follower variants synchronize and perform checks through a shared-memory ring buffer, replicating the data from the leader’s execution for I/O calls in what is called an event streaming architecture. This setup leads to very high throughput and low overheads of 1x to 2x even for target programs with a large number of I/O system calls as communication occurs via an efficient shared memory buffer, fewer context switches are required compared to ptrace MVX systems, and follower variants do not need to execute in lockstep with the leader variant. The disadvantage of not performing syscall synchronization on a single syscall basis is that there is a weakened security guarantee where an attacker can potentially exploit a memory corruption vulnerability and gadget chain before the followers detect the execution sequence divergence. This system also differs from our work in Chapter 4 as MVX execution and monitoring on VARAN occurs throughout the lifetime of the guarded program.
Kernel-based Monitors

Another approach is to implement the monitor in the kernel which can be faster than `ptrace` monitors as they require fewer context switches since the monitor resides within the kernel itself. Additionally, the monitor also must run in privileged mode, which can potentially introduce other vulnerabilities, thereby increasing the blast radius and compromising the integrity of the entire system.

**N-Variant** [14] is an example of a in-kernel monitor and is the pioneering paper in this field. It makes use of a heterogeneous memory space and instruction set tagging where the instructions are pre-pended with a tag bit to create diversity between variants along with the ability to create more than two variants. These type of monitors suffer from the complexity of requiring intrusive kernel modifications in order to be implemented.

**HeterSec** [68] creates a MVX system working across heterogeneous Instruction Set Architectures (ISA) on top of a framework which enables quick and efficient cross-node RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) communication and memory sharing. This is enabled by a multikernel distributed machine, synchronizing some HeterSec specific states and pages across nodes. The variance in ISA and stack layout between architectures guarantees that an attack payload working on a particular variant does not replicate its effects on another variant as ROP gadgets exist at different locations.

**kMVX** [76] is also an in-kernel monitor but focuses on protecting the kernel itself from information leak vulnerabilities. Kernel variants are generated on the same machine and run on virtualized or physical hardware, also utilizing the conventional leader-follower design of other MVX works. kMVX makes use of address space partitioning to generate different variants, logically halving the first virtual memory section to the leader and the next to the follower. Stack and heap variation techniques are also used to provide diversity in variants.
Hybrid Monitors

Lastly, we have a look at some examples of hybrid monitors which use a combination of the previous methods to perform MVX. DMON [64] and ReMon [63] are examples of such monitors.

**ReMon** attempts to merge the advantages from these prior designs - secure MVX via a cross-process `ptrace` system, and an in-process monitor subsystem, merging the implementation from GHUMVEE [62] which ensures lockstep communication for monitored calls while an in-process monitor IP-MON performs result replication to different variants. The system also requires some in-kernel modifications in order to route the calls to the appropriate system depending if they are monitored or unmonitored calls though what is known as the In-kernel broker system.

**DMON** takes this one step further than ReMon by creating a distributed MVX system across discrete physical hosts running on different ISAs. DMON communicates across process nodes via what is calls a RC-COM, a reliable communication component used to exchange metadata. It introduces optimizations to the MVX system by utilizing similar techniques as previous work, categorizing syscalls into highly sensitive, moderately sensitive, and non-sensitive bins and protecting them appropriately be either performing lock-step execution, partially-checked execution, and unhindered execution respectively.

### 2.4 Dynamic Linking and LD_PRELOAD

To build programs, a compiler first needs to convert source code to object files. Each file then contains machine code instructions corresponding to the source program. In Unix-like systems the **Executable and Linkable Format (ELF)** is the de-facto file format for
binary executables, object files, and libraries running on these systems. As a result, there are three different variants of ELF files, each corresponding to the type of file it represents - executable, relocatable, and shared object ELF files.

There exist two different views of ELF files, the link view and the execution view as they convey different information depending on how the ELF file is being used. The ELF file contains Program Headers and Section Headers that describe this. When linking ELF files, the linker looks at the Section Header table which describes the different sections in the application. While loading ELF files, the loader then looks at the Program Header which describes the segments in the program which defines how the process address space looks like when loaded [34]. To promote code reusability static libraries contain commonly used functions. At link-time, static libraries with the ”.a” extension (which internally comprise of a collection of raw object files) are linked to the program, enabling the linker to reuse the object files in the archive.

In order to address maintenance and resource problems with static libraries, modern systems make use of shared libraries and dynamic linking. The symbol binding and resolution of symbols contained in shared libraries occurs at runtime in contrast to static libraries and is performed by the dynamic linker, *ld.so* on Unix systems. At runtime, the dynamic linker usually searches libraries in the same order as is specified at static link time and uses the first definition of the symbol that it encounters.

This is where the LD_PRELOAD [19] trick comes into play; when invoking the program, passing in a library with a set of symbols we wish to preload tells the linker to bind these symbols before binding any other shared library symbol. In our system we utilize this mechanism to perform two things - intercept specified libc calls by hijacking the specified symbols, and also to specify startup code to be run in the .init section to set up our protection and monitoring system before running the program. The dynamic
linker binds these symbols to the program via a jump table known as the Procedure Linkage Table or PLT. Typical implementations of the dynamic linker support lazy binding which means that the location of the external symbols are not actually resolved in the PLT until the function is called for the first time. The musl [18] libc implementation we use in our system does not support lazy binding which means the symbols are bound on invocation time. This is to our benefit as will be discussed later as it enables patching operations to be run on initialization of the program.

2.5 Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK)

Memory Protection Keys for Userspace (PKU) was introduced as an extension of the memory management architecture in Intel Xeon Scalable family (a.k.a Skylake-SP) [16]. It provides a mechanism to enforce page-granularity protection without modifying the page tables when an application updates the protection permission (PKEY). Therefore, it does not require TLB shoot downs and subsequent TLB misses. With MPK, bits 62:59 of each page table entry can be associated with one of the 16 available keys (PKEY). A new 32-bit thread-private protection key rights register for user pages (PKRU) was introduced to store the permissions of the 16 keys. For each key, there are two bits in the PKRU indicating the permissions for the thread currently running on that core: write disabled and access disabled. To set/change permissions of a memory domain, an unprivileged instruction wrpkru can be used to update the PRKU register, which is a per-thread construct, enabling us to protect pages in different threads with different permissions. The memory permissions can be updated instantly and the permission bits of individual pages do not have to be updated when the access permission of a process or thread those pages are changed. Instead, these pages are initially associated with the specific keys and permission switching only needs to perform
a write operation to the PKRU register, saving us from having to enter the kernel.

This is different from the memory domain mechanism in ARM and PowerPC, where the kernel maintains the memory domain privilege [75]. Note that the memory key protection only works for memory data accesses. Interestingly, if the code pages are associated with an access disabled protection key, the code will be no longer read but still can be executed. This implements the execute-only memory (XoM) [4]. Monguard and by extension L-MVX leverage XoM to prevent trampoline code from leaking out the monitor location.
Chapter 3

Monguard Design

The first part of our contribution is Monguard, the protection system in which we can place in-process monitors efficiently isolated from the rest of the application utilizing Intel MPK to implement the execute-only memory, combined with code randomization to protect and hide the monitor. The system inserts instrumentation around sensitive instructions to prevent possible code reuse attacks.

In this chapter we cover the design aspects of Monguard, first going into the separation domains of the Monguard system in Section 3.2, followed by call gate setup and PLT patching in Section 3.3, followed by a description of the Monguard trampoline and its functions in Section 3.4, including stack-pivoting and multithreading support. Section 3.5 discusses how the Monguard system operates as a whole and sets the stage for how that will be utilized in Chapter 4.

3.1 Overview

Figure 3.1 shows a high-level overview of the application address space layout when running under Monguard [69]. Application code and data memory are separated from the monitor and shared libraries through a call gate which directly transfers the control from application code to the reference monitor. The call gate contains direct jump instructions to the monitor code. Monguard further marks the call gate code pages with access disabled. As a result,
attackers are unable to read the call gate code memory to locate the monitor in the address space, thereby preventing just-in-time payload generation attacks [52].

By doing so, Monguard ensures the call gate is the only legal entrance to invoke the reference monitor. Since the monitor was loaded at a random offset from the application code, it is difficult to locate the monitor address without having any direct pointer information. The only pointer information (monitor/library addresses) in the application context is embedded in the call gate as an immediate to the Monguard trampoline (within the `jump` instructions).

While an attacker may try to brute-force the address space in order to modify the monitor credential data (e.g. change the result of a monitor request), those attempts to write to data from the potentially malicious application code will be prevented by MPK protection.

![Diagram of Monguard context separation](image)

Figure 3.1: System overview of Monguard with application context and the monitor (shared libraries) context. The call gate memory is executable but not readable.

### 3.2 Monguard Context Separation

Monguard maintains separate contexts; namely the “**safe context**” in which the reference monitor and certain shared libraries such as musl libc live and the application context which
we also refer to as the “unsafe context” in which the untrusted application code and data reside. The Monguard trampoline serves as the only legitimate entrance and exit to and from the safe context. Any attempts to access data across contexts from the unsafe application context to the safe monitor context without first passing through the call gate results in an MPK protection fault as all the pages within the safe context are assigned their respective PKEYs.

PKEY 1 is assigned to all code pages, with the respective register of that key disallowing reads and writes to those pages, causing these pages to have execute-only permissions. A second protection key, PKEY 2 is associated with the data pages of the components in the safe context, where this PKEY is what will enforce gate access between contexts and will be switched by the trampoline according to the context currently being executed. PKEY 2’s permissions will be set to access disabled when the application is executing in the unsafe context and cleared by the trampoline before entry to the safe context. Similarly access disabled is set again upon exiting the safe context.

### 3.3 Call Gate Setup and PLT Patching

The Monguard call gate is a jmp instruction followed by the memory permission (PKRU) update. The jmp instruction is originally from the PLT code, which transfers control to the monitor. Monguard leverages the structure of the shared library to hide the location of the monitor. Specifically, the compiler generates the PLT/GOT for each external library function (e.g., printf in libc). Each PLT entry contains an indirect jump with the destination address stored in GOT (the .got.plt section in ELF binaries). The loader resolves the external function address and fills in the corresponding GOT entry in what is known as on-demand symbol resolution (lazy-binding). However, there is a subtle security issue - the
GOT contains the the monitor and libraries addresses which can then be leaked.

### Before PLT patching:

```
<plt_resolver@plt> pushq *gotplt[1]
<plt_resolver@plt> jmpq *gotplt[2]
<plt_resolver@plt> nop
<plt_resolver@plt> nop
<plt_resolver@plt> nop
<plt_resolver@plt> nop

<monitor_call@plt> jmpq *gotplt[n]
<monitor_call@plt> pushq $n
<monitor_call@plt> jmpq plt_resolver
```

### After PLT patching:

```
<plt_resolver@plt> movabs trampoline_addr, %rax
<plt_resolver@plt> jmp %rax
<plt_resolver@plt> nop
<plt_resolver@plt> nop
<plt_resolver@plt> nop
<plt_resolver@plt> nop

<monitor_call@plt> pushq %rbx
<monitor_call@plt> pushq %rax
<monitor_call@plt> nop
<monitor_call@plt> nop
<monitor_call@plt> nop
<monitor_call@plt> nop
<monitor_call@plt> pushq $n
<monitor_call@plt> jmpq plt_resolver
```

Figure 3.2: Original PLT Resolver and Call slot patched

The premise of Monguard relies on the reference monitor being well hidden against potential attackers. Since we have preloaded the libc calls with our call gates, the .got.plt slots now contain pointers to the hidden reference monitor. To prevent the program from leaking information about the location of the reference monitor in the address space, we take advantage of musl-libc’s lack of lazy binding support. By the time the constructor of Monguard is called, the jmp instruction in the PLT has already been resolved to reference its respective slot in the .got.plt section containing the address of the call targets in the shared library.

To solve this issue, we patch the .plt section as shown in Figure 3.2 where both the lazy binding resolver’s location and an individual PLT slot corresponding to each libc call is patched. We also make use of existing instructions within the PLT slots to minimize the amount required to be modified. Subsequently, we apply the execute-only memory protection
to the PLT code pages. This patching is performed on program startup in the Monguard libc constructor, corresponding to the .init function of the Monguard library.

Monguard automatically intercepts external library calls (e.g., libc calls). Security researchers can implement other monitor calls, for example to check memory integrity [31] or transform the code [72]. To write a monitor call, developers have to declare the monitor call function type and compile/link the monitor call skeleton (an empty function) to the application binary.

We walk through the execution steps of a libc monitor call through the patched PLT:

1. Starting from the PLT slot for a particular libc call (labelled as monitor_call in this example) we store the values of %rbx and %rax first.

2. Next, we slide down the nop instructions and land on the existing pushq and jmpq instructions which redirect execution to the PLT resolver, sitting at slot 0 of the PLT section.

3. In the PLT resolver the immediate MPK trampoline address is jumped to.

4. We hijack the PLT resolver’s location and use it to redirect all libc calls to an a trampoline whose function is as a call gate to switch the MPK protection bit by writing to the wrpkru register, create the illusion that there was no Monguard trampoline call, and create a Monguard trampoline stack.

In the next section we look at the details of the Monguard trampoline and how it achieves this.
3.4 Monguard Trampoline Anatomy

Once the application invokes a monitor call, the patched PLT redirects the control to the monitor code. The monitor clears the %rax value to prevent any potential monitor address leakage. Next, the monitor deactivates the PKEY protection for monitor data and will reactivate it when leaving the monitor. An extra benefit of using the trampoline jmp instruction to update MPK protection is that we can hide the sensitive wrpkru instructions from the application code. For those unintended wrpkru instructions occurred in the application code, we could adopt similar techniques used in ERIM [61] or Hodor [21]. For example, using binary rewrite to replace the unintended wrpkru instructions with semantically same instructions [61], or using the debug register to monitor the unintended wrpkru use [21].

In order to prevent internal libc functions from calling other libc functions through the PLT and going through the call gate again, we passed the -Bsymbolic flag to the linker when building musl-libc, thereby preventing symbol inter-positioning.

Listing 3.1 shows the pseudo code of a Monguard trampoline. The monitor defines a global dummy variable (line 1 in Listing 3.1). We instrument a dummy variable write before each indirect control transfer instruction, preventing a powerful attacker from performing a ROP attack into the monitor code and hijacking the control flow back to application code. The monitor DEACTIVATE is a macro of inline assembly removing the PKEY data access protection. The Monguard trampoline then moves %rsp to the Monguard trampoline stack and jumps to the corresponding GOT entry. Recall that this GOT entry has already been preloaded with LD_PRELOAD thus the call is redirected to the equivalent symbol in the in-process monitor.
int canary = 0; // Barrier variable
int monguard_trampoline @Ref_Monitor() {

    /* Clear %rax used in .plt trampoline */
    asm("xor %rax,%rax");
    DEACTIVATE(); // Disable data protection

    /* Swap out current application stack with per-thread tls safestack */
    swap_to_safe_stack();

    /* Push arguments 10, 9, 8, 7 onto safestack */
    build_safestack_layout();

    /* Reference monitor implementation */
    real_monitor_code();

    /* Swap back to application stack */
    swap_back_to_unsafe_stack();

    /* Touch monitor data */
    asm("mov $0x0, %0", = r(canary));
    ACTIVATE(); // Re-enable protection

    /* Return to application */
    return retval;
}

Listing 3.1: Mongard trampoline

After completing the real monitor code on line 14, the Monguard trampoline then swaps %rsp back to the application’s unsafe stack. Finally, the monitor re-enables the protection by using ACTIVATE macro. The ACTIVATE macro’s implementation is very similar to the
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call gate used by ERIM [61]. Specifically, it enables the MPK protection by updating the PKRU and checks the \texttt{eax} value after the \texttt{wrpkru} instruction to prevent the control flow hijack breaking the integrity of the gate code.

### 3.4.1 Stack Pivoting to Monguard trampoline stack

![Stack Diagram](image)

Figure 3.3: Stack layout seen by monitor/libc function without and with the trampoline interception

The stack pivot to a Monguard trampoline stack is required for several reasons, the primary one being the ability to maintain strong isolation between the secure reference monitor and the unsecured application stack.

In addition, stack pivoting is required to solve the problem that arises when an intercepted libc call has more than 6 arguments. The x86-64 function call convention [40] dictates that integer arguments 1-6 of a function call are passed through registers \%rdi, \%rsi, \%rdx, \%rcx, \%r8 and \%r9. Any additional arguments are pushed onto the stack. Further, for variadic functions the number of float arguments is also stored in \%rax and call-time. These rules pose a problem for our trampoline as the libc or monitor (depending if that particular symbol is preloaded) function instructions do not take into account the added Monguard trampoline
intercepting its execution.

As seen in Figure 3.3, the addition of a `callq` instruction to the reference monitor (corresponding to the pseudocode at line 14 of Listing 3.1) results in the return address of the trampoline being pushed onto the stack - causing any `%rsp` relative addressing within the function code to no longer be semantically correct. Replacing the `callq` instruction with a `jmpq` instruction is not an option as we need the reference monitor function to return to the Monguard trampoline so it can reactivate MPK protections and swap back to the unsafe stack.

Critically, `%rbx` also needs to be saved by the callee (in this case the Monguard trampoline), limiting the number of registers we are free to use in the Monguard trampoline to perform the stack pivot and MPK pkru bit set/reset.

We resolve this issue by leveraging the Monguard trampoline stack to rebuild the stack in an MPK secured location, replacing the return pointer to the caller with a return pointer to the trampoline, thereby making the interception by Monguard completely transparent to the reference monitor and the subsequent libc call. `%rbx` is also saved onto the unsafe stack and will be popped upon returning to the Monguard trampoline. The `%rax` value on entering the trampoline is restored and passed into the call to the reference monitor so variadic function calls into the reference monitor remain unbroken.

### 3.4.2 Handling Multithreading

In order to support multithreaded applications, the Monguard trampoline stack memory area and unsafe stack pointer which is used to store and restore the address of the application stack before and after entering the monitor are created as **Thread Local Storage (TLS)** variables within the Monguard library’s address space. This allows each newly-created thread
3.5 Putting It All Together

Figure 3.4 shows the execution flow of a function call to a call being monitored by Monguard, putting together all the elements discussed in the previous subsections. The application code calls a monitored call which then calls to the patched PLT which subsequently sets up a jump to the MPK-protected Monguard trampoline which deactivates MPK protection by writing to the PKRU register. Next, the stack is switched after Monguard trampoline stack assembly, the correct overridden symbol is called and execution is transferred to the reference monitor.
which upon completing, returns to the trampoline. The Monguard trampoline switches the stack back to the unsafe stack and reactivates MPK protection before returning to application code.

Figure 3.5: Execution flow of a monitor function call through Monguard

3.5.1 Case Study - An in-process Multi-Variant-Execution (MVX) Monitor

Now that we have a highly performant way of creating and isolating the in-process monitor for a guarded process, we seek to utilize this hardware-assisted isolation. As mentioned in
the background, multi-version or multi-variant execution has proven to be an effective way to defeat control-flow hijacking attacks due to application diversity, and in our case, memory layout asymmetry - the assumption that a single attack payload is only guaranteed to work on one particular variant at a time and will cause a divergence [14].

Figure 3.6 shows a Monguard-protected system and the MVX Monitor’s placement within the system. The monitor and libc context is protected using the MPK callgate and two variants run concurrently as separate processes. The primary variant (variant 1) serves as the point of truth and source of data for I/O operations while the secondary variant (variant 2) duplicates execution of the first variant for intrusion detection purposes. Variant 1 and Variant 2 are loaded into non-overlapping addresses and communication between them is synchronized via a shared-memory IPC.

![Figure 3.6: In-process MVX monitor protection with MonGuard](image-url)
Chapter 4

L-MVX Design

In this chapter we introduce a working prototype of a novel Multi-Variant Execution Environment (MVXEE) called L-MVX (Lightweight-Multi-Variant Execution) which utilizes the Intel MPK-based hardware isolation to extend the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) to an MPK guarded in-process libc call interception library to create a lightweight and selective MVX protection mechanism. We make use of the `LD_PRELOAD` dynamic linker trick described in Section 2.4 of this thesis to intercept libc calls and use them as synchronization points between the variants, comparing arguments and return values, as well as emulating buffers for IO-related libc calls and thread local values such as `errno`.

Section 4.1 goes over a quick overview of the system, followed by the setup steps required to run the L-MVX system in Section 4.2. We also go over the lifecycle and execution sequence of a program protected by L-MVX in Section 4.3, followed by an explanation on how MVX is performed on libc calls and synchronized across variants in Section 4.4 and how functions to guard are selected in Section 4.5. Finally, we talk about the potential pitfalls of performing runtime memory relocation and some approaches to solve it in Section 4.6 and 4.7.

4.1 Overview

Existing MVX techniques using out-of-process monitor designs have shown to incur heavy communication overheads while context switching between the monitor process and the
target process as described in Section 1.1.2. Meanwhile, these monitor designs also enforce protection on the entire program execution lifetime. We contend there is no need to protect the entire program but rather specific subtrees of the target program’s call graph, specifically I/O handling code, as shown in Figure 4.1. An alternate variant of the program with a non-overlapping address space, listed as Variant 2 is spawned at the start of the protected region and destroyed on exiting it. Within the protected region we perform libc call synchronization and checking through a secure IPC protected using Monguard. By doing this we avoid the communication overheads of protecting non-vulnerable regions and further reduce the rate of false-positive execution divergence detection. Keeping the monitor within the process further reduces the overheads that we do pay while protecting a vulnerable region as there is no communication or lockstep execution between monitor process and target process outside of the vulnerable region. Note that L-MVX is also capable of protecting arbitrary regions in code and can be extended to protect the entire program execution tree as required and is not solely restricted to protecting vulnerable regions.

![Program Execution Flow Diagram](image)

Figure 4.1: L-MVX Duplicated Execution only for input handling code
4.2 L-MVX Setup and Flexibility

In order to set-up L-MVX, we require the target application be linked against a custom library providing function stubs which will then be preloaded at load time to point to the LD_PRELOADed MVX Monitor library.

```c
int main(void) {
    lmvx_init();
    /* Unprotected area */
    lmvx_start("protected_func", 2, arg1, arg2);
    protected_func(arg1, arg2);
    lmvx_end();
    /* Unprotected area */
    return 0;
}
```

Listing 4.1: Example of a function protected by L-MVX

Listing 4.1 demonstrates the order which these calls are called with respect to the protected application. Note that the actual implementation of these calls is contained in the Monguard protected monitor library and not in the initially linked library. The primary advantage of this setup is the ability to shrink or grow the protected region to encompass only vulnerable regions in the program at a function level granularity.

The function of `lmvx_init()` is to ultimately call the syscall `SYS_pkey_mprotect` on the Virtual Memory Areas (VMA) for both libc and the monitor library to associate the allocated `pkey` with the corresponding pages.

`lmvx_start()` triggers the cloning of the process, updating of shared values, creation of the shared memory IPC and makes variant 2 jump to the correct function `.text` address. This is the most critical function and we’ll go into this process in detail in the next subsection.
The role of `lmvx_end()` is to synchronize the lock-step libc checks and wait for checks to complete before allowing variant 1 to continue with its execution normally after exiting the vulnerable protected function.

We also require the user to run a script that analyzes the binary using the tools from GNU binutils and dumps information from the section headers regarding the start address and size of each section in the ELF binary, along with symbol table symbol to address mappings into a temporary file which is then read by the L-MVX monitor.

Enabling and disabling our current implementation of L-MVX does require access to source code and the compilation and link process of the application, but only to inject the aforementioned function stubs. This can also be achieved by lifting the application binary using binary lifting tools such as McSema [57] to LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR) before modifying/patching the LLVM IR with inserted function call instructions at the correct locations and re-linking it to call our dedicated L-MVX library functions.

### 4.3 L-MVX Lifecycle

Before running the application with L-MVX, the user will need to run the aforementioned script to create a file in the `/tmp` filesystem containing info about the start offsets and size of the `.text`, `.data`, `.bss`, `.plt`, and `.gotplt` sections in the application. We also save the symbol table information so we have the addresses of functions. This mapping will then be used to ascertain the offset of a selected symbol and instruct Variant 2 to begin execution from that point.

When an application is run with L-MVX, the L-MVX monitor library which is preloaded using the `LD_PRELOAD` linker environment variable first runs its constructor function `setup_lmx()`. 
This constructor function is then called by the libc dynamic loader/linker and performs setup for L-MVX, specifically:

- Storing the original libc symbol addresses so we can use them internally within the library without intercepting ourselves.
- Initializing the loader subsystem within the library which is responsible for loading Variant 2 into memory. This reads the information from the previously created /tmp filesystem file, reads the proc info from /proc/self/maps and patches the loaded .plt of the running process with the MPK trampoline previously detailed in the Monguard Chapter 3 of this thesis.
- Setting up shared-memory IPC including the mutexes, condition variables, and libc call emulation/call data.

Figure 4.2 shows the call graph of a program protected by L-MVX. By placing the lmvx_start() and lmvx_end() calls on either side of the call to function2(), its entire subtree of the call graph is protected by L-MVX. main, function1() and function3() (and by extension its own subnodes) do not have their execution duplicated with Variant 2, only function2() and its child nodes run in lock-step with Variant 2.

4.4 LibC Synchronization and Check Points

L-MVX synchronizes data between both variants via a secure shared memory IPC. The L-MVX system checks several parameters for consistency across variants.

- Function names that are being called.
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Return values from each libc call.

Argument values.

We currently do not support checking of pointer arguments as the differing memory layouts of both variants will invariably result in different pointer argument values. On top of that, L-MVX also needs to simulate certain values for certain libc calls, specifically those which read/write and perform I/O operations as sharing the same filesystem results in a situation where 1 variant may read and clear a buffer or handle and clear an event (i.e in the case of `epoll_wait()`) resulting in the next variant arriving at that libc call no longer seeing that data and subsequently causing a divergence in execution.

As is mentioned in the Orchestra [45] paper, other libc calls which require simulation include time-sensitive libc calls (i.e `gettimeofday()` and `localtime_r()`) and reads of
/dev/urandom and equivalents.

Table 4.1 shows the libc calls with these emulation requirements which we supported in order to run L-MVX on the applications showcased in the evaluation section.

All 3 categories of libc calls needing emulation on Variant 2 also require errno emulation in order to correctly give Variant 2 accurate information regarding the error status of the libc call. The first category of libc calls requiring emulation only require emulation of function return values on top of errno. These libc functions do not write to any application buffers passed in through arguments. The next category of libc calls write data to their corresponding arguments, passing data back to the application through pointers in the input parameters. When Variant 1 actually runs the libc call, it copies over this data to Variant 2 through the IPC, allowing Variant 2 to skip execution of that libc call again.

Finally, there are a few libc calls which require special handling. ioctl has variable arguments depending on what request and device driver it is sending commands to. This results in L-MVX being unable to detect if any of these arguments are pointer arguments and if emulation is required. In our approach we noticed that the only call made to ioctl by our test applications was made in the form where the third argument was a pointer which needed to be emulated and thus only handled that case. One way to handle this in a more robust and generalize-able manner would be to only emulate the input argument if it is a pointer and falls within the process’ address space.

epoll_wait and epoll_pwait are slightly different because whether or not they need to be emulated depends on the mode of epoll_data being used. epoll_data is a union that can be a file descriptor, 32-bit value, 64-bit value, or a void pointer to data defined by the application. The difficulty arises when the union represents a pointer value as this will need to be emulated on Variant 2. We solved this by checking if the value falls within the process’
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Libc calls only requiring return value emulation</th>
<th>Libc Function Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>open, close, shutdown, writev, write, epoll_ctl, setsockopt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libc calls requiring return value and argument buffer emulation</td>
<td>sendfile, stat, read, gettimeofday, fstat, accept4, recv, getsockopt, localtime_r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libc calls requiring special emulation</td>
<td>ioctl, epoll_wait, epoll_pwait</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: I/O related libc functions with emulation requirements

address space, as with ioctl.

4.5 Taint Analysis

Run libdft on target application

```
pin -follow_execv -t \nlibdft-i386/tools/libdft-dta.so -s 0 -f 0 -n 1 -- \nnginx-1.3.9/objs/nginx \nnginx-1.3.9/nginx.conf -p \nroot-nginx/
dft_out
```

Figure 4.3: Taint Analysis Workflow

In order to make use of L-MVX without compromising on the security of the application from a remote attacker’s standpoint, we need to select vulnerable functions in a program to protect with L-MVX. The selection is done by performing taint analysis using libdft [27]
a dynamic data flow tracking library. Network-related memory is tagged during program execution and is tracked as it is copied and altered by instructions in our target programs. This taint data denoting memory that read or wrote to tagged network memory is output to a file.

Next, a script is run to get the functions in which those instructions reside. We make use of the r2pipe [43] in our script to send the command `fd` to get the closest symbol to the instruction to get the function candidates to protect with L-MVX. This workflow is shown in Figure 4.3.

For the nginx webserver, some of the functions which handle tainted network data directly are as follows. These will be candidates to protect with L-MVX.

- `ngx_http_handler`
- `ngx_http_header_filter`
- `ngx_http_parse_request_line`
- `ngx_http_index_handler`
- `ngx_http_process_request_line`
- `ngx_http_validate_host`

### 4.6 Pointer Scan and Relocation

Moving the entire process address space to create a diversified execution across variants while the program is running comes with challenges. These challenges are similar to what is faced by RuntimeASLR [39], but to a lesser extent. Figure 4.4 shows the issue with relocating
the process address space. Upon entering the protection zone (executing `lmvx_start()`) the L-MVX engine jumps to a cloned and shifted version of the process address space, sans the heap.

By linking the program as a **Position Independent Executable (PIE)** the code within the executable’s address space accesses its own data by using IP-relative addressing. This allows for relocation of the entire process address space, which is what **Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)** [3] relies on. This case is depicted with the blue arrow in Figure 4.4 where the `.text` section is still able to legally access its `.data`. However, since we are performing L-MVX in the middle of executing the program, there are pointers in global data and the heap which contain addresses corresponding to the now-unmapped original location of the process. These are shown as red arrows in the figure.

![Figure 4.4: Pointer relocation problem](image)

As a result, we have to scan the `.data` `.bss` and heap for function pointers to the old `.text` location so execution doesn’t attempt to jump back to the old process location. We also need to scan for data pointers pointing at the old `.data` and `.bss` locations to prevent execution
of Variant 2 from attempting to access illegal memory. Once we have the addresses of these pointers, we update the pointers with the appropriate offset to ensure they point to the shifted address space.

A weakness of this approach is the scan and update process occurs at runtime on execution of `lmvx_start()`, causing a significant overhead which can impact the application if the protected region is entered and exited within the application’s control loop cycle as the overhead is multiplied by the number of times the control loop is executed.

### 4.7 Compiler Techniques

To solve this issue we attempt to break the pointer problem into several components and solve each of them by performing static analysis on the target program. If we can find out the addresses in the program that contain pointers that require updating, we can update only those pointers without having to walk through memory, saving a substantial amount of time. For the remainder of the discussion we will consider the moved `.data`, `.bss`, and `.text` as `.data'`, `.bss'`, and `.text'`.

1. **Global’ to global pointers**: This is the case where pointers in global variables at the new location (`.data'`, `.bss'`) still reference data at the original location (`.data`, `.bss`). Global’ refers to the set of both `.data'` and `.bss'`.

2. **Heap to global pointers**: The case where the cloned heap still has pointers to global data. The solution for this case has not been implemented.

3. **Code pointers in heap and global data**: The case where code pointers to `.text` exist in Heap, `.data'` and `.bss'`. The solution for this case has not been implemented.
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4.7.1 Global’ to global pointers

We attempt to solve this through static analysis using the **Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)** [38] framework. In this case, we have access to the application source code and compile it down to LLVM bitcode. In order to analyze the program as a whole, we then merge and link the individual bitcode files using one of the tools included in the LLVM framework: llvm-link.

```cpp
MVXAA::runOnModule(Module &M) {
    /* Run SVF on module */
    runWpaAnalysisOnModule(M);

    /* Create call graph for function subtree */
    CallGraph *CG = createCallGraph("guarded_function_symbol");

    /* Visit each function in CG */
    foreach function in CG:
        this.visit(function);

    dump_global_names();
}
```

Listing 4.2: Visiting load instructions in a function in the guarded call tree.

Next, we run our custom LLVM middle-end pass on the merged bitcode file, feeding the pass the name of the function we intend to guard. We are able to use an LLVM Module pass to treat the entire program as a single module as it has been merged. As shown in Listing 4.2, the pass first uses the **Static Value Flow Analysis (SVF)** [53, 54] framework to analyze the target program and run a **Whole Program Pointer Analysis (WPA)** pass on the program to perform pointer field-sensitive alias analysis.
The pass then uses the function name to create a call graph of the function including all its callees and iterates through them, running the pseudocode shown in Listing 4.3 on each function. Before going into the details of the algorithm run on each function, we explore the structure of a load instruction in LLVM, and the GetElementPtr (GEP) instruction that frequently goes along with it, used to index into global structs as seen in Figure 4.5.

![Load instruction example for a global pointer:](image)

In LLVM any global memory access is treated as a pointer to that global memory area. This means any use of a global variable is invariably preceded by a load instruction to load that value from the global memory area. In Figure 4.5 we see that the value from the pointer operand global_ptr (which is a double-pointer due to LLVM’s treatment of all globals as pointers) is loaded into an LLVM register %1. The second example demonstrates a GEP instruction used to index into a similarly-loaded register %0 to access the third element in the struct.

Bearing this in mind, we now take a look at the algorithm in Listing 4.3. Each guarded
function is visited and the pointer operand of the `load` instruction is checked against the alias database to see if it aliases any globals in the module. If it does alias a global, this means it is either a global or is a pointer previously transferred from another global (by casting, or through a GEP instruction). Next we look at what is loaded from that global and check if it too aliases a global (meaning it too is a global) and is a pointer type. Finally, if the pointer operand of the load instruction is in the global set (meaning we’re loading directly from the global) we add the symbol of that global to our output set with a zero offset as this value isn’t a global struct element. However, if the load instruction only aliases the global and isn’t part of the global set and is a GEP instruction, this means what we’re loading now must have been loaded from a global struct in a previous `load` instruction. We go up the load + GEP chain and get the base load address, along with the offset into the struct.

```cpp
MVXAA::visit(Function &f) {
    foreach load instruction in f:
        if (load.pointerOperand aliases any globals):
            if (load.loadedVal is pointer type and aliases a global):
                if (load.pointerOperand is in the global set):
                    Add to zero offset set, this means it is a direct load without GEP instruction.
                else (if we only alias the global, and are a GEP instruction):
                    Find base load of GEP and get global symbol name.
                    Get offset from GEP Instruction.
    }
```

Listing 4.3: Visiting load instructions in a function in the guarded call tree.

Finally we output the symbol names and offsets (as is the case for struct members) of this set of global’ pointer variables which have pointers to other globals to a file. We can then use a script utilizing the aforementioned `r2pipe` library to evaluate the address offset of these
globals. On variant replication we can surgically update the data at these addresses with the appropriate offset between variants to make these pointers point to the semantically correct global’ locations.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

In this chapter, we look at the performance evaluation and security analysis for the Monguard and L-MVX systems. To perform the experiments we used a server class machine running an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4110 CPU running with a non-boost clock of 2.10GHz with 93.1GB of RAM. We used Debian 9.11 (Stretch) on top of the Linux kernel version 5.2. This processor was chosen as it has the Intel MPK functionality enabled, enabling us to quickly switch read and write permissions for the protected pages.

In the first section we look at the Monguard system’s performance and aspects of its security. In the second section this is then repeated for the L-MVX system running on top of Monguard.

5.1 Monguard Evaluation

5.1.1 Performance Evaluation

First, we evaluate the performance overhead of a Monguard-based monitor and a ptrace-based monitor under CPU intensive (SPEC INT2006) and I/O intensive (Nginx, Redis) workloads. SPEC INT2006 consists of several CPU-intensive benchmarks, stressing the system’s processor and memory subsystems. In these tests, we use an empty monitor which does not perform any operations so we compare and contrast the frameworks in isolation.
without the overhead of running monitor logic. Nginx is a widely used web server in production environment while Redis is a popular key-value store service. In our evaluation, both monitors only intercept the external procedure calls (system calls, libc calls) without any further inspections. Figure 5.1 shows the evaluation results of running these benchmarks. For most CPU intensive workloads, we observe the ptrace monitor and the Monguard monitor perform similarly.

![Normalized Performance Overhead](image)

Figure 5.1: Performance overhead of Monguard and a ptrace monitor (Normalized to application running w/o monitors).

However, the ptrace-based monitor brings large performance overheads for I/O intensive work as seen in Nginx at 4.5x and with Redis at 3.5x. This is likely because Nginx and Redis issue more frequent external procedure calls than CPU intensive workload, which amplifies the overhead for the costly out-of-process monitor. More specifically, the two context switches for each system call and the fixed size of the buffer sent to the tracer exacerbates the overhead.
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when running ptrace on applications like Nginx and Redis.

Another factor to consider in the evaluation discussion when contrasting a ptrace-based monitor with Monguard is the difference in interception techniques. Ptrace-based monitors intercept system calls while our system intercepts library calls. To prove our assumption that the actual number of libc calls being called is not trivial compared to the number of system calls invoked, we profiled the external procedure call rate (number per second). This is shown in figure 5.2, plotted on a log scale. Nginx performs 31,847 system calls per second while 403.gcc performs 9,281 system calls per second. Other applications only issue less than 500 system calls per second on our test machine. The 401.bzip2 benchmark only executes 1.36 syscalls/s with a total of 128 syscalls executed in a single run.

On the other hand, we see that the number of libc calls executed is an order of magnitude
higher with Nginx executing 826,931 libc calls/s and 403.gcc coming in second at 570,167 libc calls/s.

In addition, the memory consumption of ptrace-based monitors is shown to be higher than that of in-process monitors due to the additional monitor processes created, while in-process monitors such as Monguard only incur the overhead of the monitor Virtual Memory Area within the process itself.

Finally, to prove the multi-threading capabilities of Monguard, we implemented a simple multi-threading microbenchmark which spawns several threads with the \texttt{pthreads} API, and have the threads call a monitored function through the Monguard trampoline, each independently switching into their respective Monguard trampoline stack and unsafe stacks. We then verified that \%rsp was at different addresses for each thread and there were no data inconsistencies within the library function by incrementing and reading back a value on the stack in the monitored function.

\section*{5.1.2 Monguard Security Analysis}

\textbf{Threat Model}

From a security perspective, Monguard considers the application itself to contain memory corruption or control-flow hijacking vulnerabilities like buffer overflows allowing it to be exploited by a remote attacker during execution and is categorized as untrusted. However, we also assume the attacker is not a strong attacker and does not have access to the hardware as Intel MPK is incapable of preventing side-channel or microarchitectural attacks like Meltdown \cite{35} and Spectre \cite{28}. At runtime, the attacker can only access the target process remotely through the standard I/O interface, namely socket connections, allowing them to send arbitrary data payloads to the target process. In this case, we also assume the OS ker-
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nel is part of the trusted computing base (TCB). Performing isolation using a hypervisor’s
EPT [37] functionality has the possibility of allowing the kernel to be under attacker control
but our approach attempts to bridge the gap between strong monitor isolation and speed;
providing lightweight, efficient performance without sacrificing security for the majority of
applications.

We also consider the in-process monitor and any protected libraries to be secure and free of
such vulnerabilities within itself as triggering a control-flow hijacking attack while in the safe
context (where execution is occurring on the Monguard trampoline stack and MPK R/W
protections are disabled) nullifies the protections Monguard offers.

While Monguard is incapable of directly detecting or preventing control-flow hijacking att-
tacks the in-process monitor system can be used to provide low latency protection to other
monitors capable of detecting and defeating such attacks like our L-MVX MVX system,
sandbox and fault isolation system [59, 60], and malware tracers/monitors [74].

MPK Trampoline Safety

The Monguard system utilizes a call-gate approach to ensure the isolation of the in-process
monitor. All calls to trusted libraries (including libc and the in-process monitor) from the
untrusted application are patched to go through the Monguard trampoline. This means the
only legitimate entry points to access these shared libraries is through the call-gate points.
The PLT patching techniques discussed in Section 3.3 where the jmp instructions in the PLT
are patched to jump directly through immediates to the Monguard trampoline means there
is no intermediate step where the address of the monitor can be leaked through a pointer
to the attacker. To further harden this, the callgate code pages are also marked as access
disabled, resulting in attackers being unable to read the callgate code memory to locate the
monitor in the address space. We also assume that the 64-bit address space is large enough to hide the in-process monitor and protected libraries.

If the attackers are able to brute-force the location of the monitor, attempting to perform control-flow hijacking attacks like ROP (Return Oriented Programming) to jump into the trampoline code and access the `wrpkr` instruction to clear the `access disabled` bit will result in the attacker touching the barrier variable and triggering an MPK access violation.

**Monguard Memory Isolation**

Using the call-gate and trampoline the Monguard system leverages MPK to enable the “one-way visibility” of a reference monitor. Monguard logically splits the application address space into an application context and a monitor/library context. Only the monitor/library context is allowed to access the application context, but not vice versa.

To achieve that, Monguard prepares two memory protection keys for the monitor (including the shared libraries) code and data respectively.

The first protection key (PKEY 1) is assigned to all code pages, which includes the code of the monitor, shared libraries and the trampoline call gate. PKEY 1 disallows the read permission of those code pages, making the monitor code execute-only. This can prevent the issue of direct code address leakage, which might be used for dynamical vulnerability discovery and payload generation [52]. Application code can be also optionally assigned with PKEY 1, further preventing attackers from directly reading from the application’s code pages. The second protection key (PKEY 2) is associated with the monitor and shared library data pages. The attribute of PKEY 2 will be updated based on the execution context. When the code execution is in the application context, PKEY 2 is set with `access disabled`. However, when the application calls the monitor or library code through the trampoline, the
monitor enables the data access by clearing the *access disabled* bit of PKEY 2 in the PRKU register. Before leaving the monitor context, the monitor sets the *access disabled* bit again, thereby ensuring the monitor’s data integrity.

Currently, Monguard isolates both the reference monitor and the shared library data from the application code context, which makes reduces to total attack surface. To achieve that, Monguard intercepts all the library calls and updates PKEY 2 accordingly to allow legal library calls. Monguard does not isolate the stack and heap memory during the application-monitor context switch. In Monguard’s design, we assume the monitor does not call the application code. Therefore, the application code will never have a chance to manipulate the monitor’s stack. Heap is another potential target for attacker. In current monitor implementation, we did not use any dynamic memory. However, we do provide a hooked Monguard *mmap* implementation to associate 4k pages with PKEYs. A more comprehensive solution might be to embed a simple *malloc()*/*free()* implementation on top of the protected *mmap*’ed memory.

**Monguard Trampoline Stack Isolation**

The use of separate stack when executing in the protected monitor or library context prevents us the Monguard system from leaking addresses or data from the protected context on the stack. As has been demonstrated with non-control-data attacks, the primary vector of these attacks are local stack variables or register variables spilled from the caller and saved on the stack. When entering and leaving the protected contexts, we swap stack execution between Monguard trampoline stacks and the regular application stack, henceforth referred to as the unsafe stack. This further prevents the leakage of sensitive data or pointers internal to the security monitor and guarded libraries, namely configuration data, session data, and other data which is part of the decision-making process.
Stack-based buffer overflows within the untrusted application cannot access the Monguard trampoline stack as it is further isolated by associating the Monguard trampoline stacks pages to PKEY 2, disallowing illegitimate data accesses not through the Monguard trampoline.

5.2 L-MVX Evaluation

5.2.1 L-MVX Performance Evaluation

Next, we evaluate the performance of the L-MVX system running on top of the Monguard in-process monitor. L-MVX is compiled as a shared library and pre-loaded when running the target application.

Currently, the MVX monitor simulates 35 libc calls for the follower variant execution. For example, the file descriptor related functions such as \texttt{fopen}, \texttt{fdopen}, \texttt{close}; the networking and event poll related functions such as \texttt{epoll_create}, \texttt{sendfile}, \texttt{writev}, etc.

We first chose to evaluate L-MVX’s performance on the Linux/Unix release of the BYTEmark benchmark suite, also known as Nbench [11]. These benchmarks show how L-MVX performs when run against benchmarks heavily utilizing the system’s CPU, FPU and memory system. Figure 5.3 shows the normalized results from our experiments. Similar to the results of Monguard, executing L-MVX on programs which are CPU-bound instead of I/O-bound gives us very promising performance numbers, showing minimal performance overhead, with the highest overload seen in the Neural Net benchmark due to its relatively high I/O usage compared to the other tests (from reading the model file.).

But how does L-MVX perform on I/O heavy workloads? We measured the performance of running two different webservers. The first test result is from two Nginx variants, choosing to go with the worst-case performance of L-MVX, protecting the entire program call graph.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L-MVX Normalized Performance</th>
<th>Num sort</th>
<th>String sort</th>
<th>FP emulation</th>
<th>Bitfield</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Idea</th>
<th>Huffman</th>
<th>Neural Net</th>
<th>LU Decomp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.3: nbench execution guarded with L-MVX

as a baseline. As we reduce the size of the protected call graph to only encompass the functions in our taint analysis we expect performance of L-MVX to increase accordingly, with the exception of functions directly in the control loop of the program as that would repetitively incur the overhead from process duplication and pointer updates. This is reflected in the number of procedure calls to the PLT (primarily libc library) that would need to be duplicated and checked across the protected lifetime of the program when benchmarked with 100k http requests shown in Figure 5.4. The purple triangles denote the functions deemed tainted through our taint analysis performed in Section 4.5, showing significantly fewer PLT calls that need to be duplicated and checked over protecting the main function.
To run the I/O heavy evaluation on our target webservers protected with L-MVX, we used the ApacheBench benchmark as the workload generator and tested on the loopback network interface (0.1ms network latency) as mentioned in a state-of-the-art MVX system (ReMon [63]). The page size that we were serving from the webservers was 4KB in length. With L-MVX running on Monguard we achieve a 2.7x overhead for Nginx workload, which outperforms the 3x overhead of ReMon [63] as shown in Figure 5.5. We also tested the lighttpd webserver, where the performance of L-MVX fully protecting the entire call-graph of lighttpd is less than that of the ReMon system with an overhead of 2.3x as opposed to ReMon’s overhead of 1.5x. This overhead stems from the sheer number of libc calls lighttpd
issues (that will eventually have to be intercepted and checked/simulated) over the system calls it invokes, as seen by the higher ratio of libc to system calls of 7.8 compared to 5.4 of nginx.

**The Problem With Control Loops**

When running L-MVX and protecting functions within control loops, we ran into a critical issue - the overheads involved in the setup of the second variant, especially when attempting to move the application’s virtual memory areas mid-execution while maintaining semantic correctness dominate the savings we receive from not having to perform MVX lockstep execution on untainted portions of the application. A breakdown of these overheads is shown in Table 5.1. We observe that the latency from just the process duplication itself is trivial.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Latency (μs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process Duplication Overhead (copy+move)</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Pointer Scan Overhead</td>
<td>320.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap Pointer Scan Overhead</td>
<td>13162.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: `lmvx_start()` overheads on `lighttpd`

compared to the overheads seen when scanning the heap for code or data pointers pointing to the original `.data`, `.bss` or `.text` locations when performing the start-up function `lmvx_start()` on the `lighttpd` webserver’s main loop function.

### 5.2.2 L-MVX Security Analysis

Similar to existing diversification systems and Monguard, we assume the attackers have remote access to the target process with a known interface (e.g., connection sockets). The target application is again treated as untrusted and may potentially contain memory corruption vulnerabilities.

Finally we take a look at the security guarantees that the L-MVX system provides. These security guarantees of L-MVX are not that different from those found in other MVX systems [45, 68] as we are relying on an variation between two variants to illicit a different response (whether it be syscall call sequence or libc call sequence) when input with the same attack payload. The variation between Variant 1 and Variant 2 in L-MVX is provided by the non-overlapping address spaces of each variant. This results in control-flow-hijacking attacks such as ROP or return-to-libc failing to execute ROP chains containing gadgets found in the program’s address space consistently between variants as the locations of these gadgets will differ, causing memory access errors in Variant 2 when attempting to jump to original gadget locations from Variant 1. If an attacker attempts to modify the program stack data
through non-control-data attack via a buffer overflow vulnerability and cause a divergence in program execution the MVX engine will throw a fault and alarm the monitor system due to differing libc function call sequences between the two variants. This can also be detected in some cases when comparing the input arguments to libc calls.

Nginx CVE 2013-2028

To evaluate the security of L-MVX we sought to reproduce a memory corruption vulnerability on one of our guarded applications. In particular, we chose to reproduce a stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability occurring on Nginx, allowing us to perform an out-of-bounds write, overwriting control data of the application and gain control of the control flow of the webserver. The experiment was performed on the Nginx webserver version 1.3.9 which contained this vulnerability.

The bug in nginx allowed a remote attacker to specify the size of a chunked http request when issuing a http request with a header ”Transfer-Encoding:chunked”. This value is defined as an unsigned number, which can later be misrepresented as a negative integer when cast to a signed type, which is later re-casted from a negative signed value to an unsigned and used as the size of data to read. As shown in Listing 5.1, the target function being exploited, ngx_http_read_discarded_request_body contains a buffer that will receive data from the attacker via the recv libc library call, with the goal being to trick recv to perform a buffer out-of-bounds write into that buffer. r->headers_in.content_length_n is indirectly under attacker control, ultimately allowing it to be a negative number which when casted to size_t, becomes a large positive number. More details can be found in the writeup by vnsecurity [65].

This buffer overflow allows us to begin a Return-Oriented-Programming attack on nginx. In
our exploit, we performed a simple ROP chain using gadgets found in the program address space utilizing the Ropper [48] and ROPGadget [26] tools. Since we are not attempting to prove the turing-completeness of ROP chains, the actual logic being performed is of less importance than its observability. Our ROP chain consists of 3 gadgets and 3 values, loading a pointer to a string found in the application to %rdi, popping an integer from the stack to %rsi, and jumping to the location of the mkdir libc call to create a directory.

```c
static ngx_int_t
ngx_http_read_discarded_request_body(ngx_http_request_t *r)
{
    size_t size;
    ssize_t n;
    ngx_int_t rc;
    ngx_buf_t b;
    u_char buffer[NGX_HTTP_DISCARD_BUFFER_SIZE];
    ...

    size = (size_t)ngx_min(r->headers_in.content_length_n,
                           NGX_HTTP_DISCARD_BUFFER_SIZE);
    n = r->connection->recv(r->connection, buffer, size);
```

Listing 5.1: Nginx vulnerable function

Running the exploit on nginx protected by L-MVX we observe that Variant 2 throws a fault when the program counter tries to jump to gadget locations that were present in Variant 1’s address space but were otherwise unmapped in Variant 2, thereby detecting and breaking the attack. In addition, it should be noted that recv is one of the I/O libc calls simulated on Variant 2. This opens up the possibility of an in-process monitor performing extra bounds checks on sensitive calls in the future to prevent such attacks from occurring.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis we highlighted the drawbacks of current monitor isolation techniques, namely the latency cost of performing context switches to the kernel and subsequently to another process address space and the intrusiveness of introducing some of these systems, requiring modifications to the kernel or heavy compiler instrumentation. We then explored improvements which could be made in these areas by introducing Monguard, an in-process monitor protection system using Intel MPK technology to implement execute-only memory in tandem with runtime binary patching and a trampoline which creates a strong isolation between protected contexts and application contexts. Monguard demonstrates promising results with almost no overhead when run on CPU intensive workloads (SPEC INT2006) and significantly better overheads compared to ptrace monitors on I/O heavy workloads (nginx, redis).

Following that, we surveyed existing program monitors and Multi Variant Execution (MVX) systems and discussed their weaknesses. Many such systems also utilized the ptrace interface, leading to high context switching overheads when switching to the tracer process. They also suffered from a high number of false positives due to isolation and non-determinism between variants. To address these concerns we introduced L-MVX, a flexible lightweight in-process Multi Variant Execution (MVX) monitor running on the Monguard protection framework. L-MVX is capable of protecting flexible regions (sub-trees) in the program as opposed the entire program call-graph, allowing us to focus on protecting only the code which touches tainted data that originate from an attacker (eg. network sockets). It also
intercepts libc calls instead of syscalls and demonstrated close-to-vanilla performance on the Nbench benchmark suite, and better performance compared to state-of-the-art (ReMon) systems on the Nginx webserver when protecting the entire call graph. While lighttpd suffered from lower performance when compared to ReMon, this was primarily due to a high libc to syscall ratio and the fact that the entire call graph was protected. A drawback of L-MVX was the poor performance while duplicating functions within a tight control loop due to heavy overheads of runtime process address space shifting and resultant updates required to maintain semantics. To solve this issue we looked to static analysis and compiler instrumentation techniques.

In summary, our contributions in this thesis are as follows. We introduced Monguard, a system in which a high-performance in-process monitor is efficiently isolated from the rest of the application leveraging Intel Memory Protection Key (MPK) technology, Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) call trampolines, and safe execution stack contexts. Next we unveiled L-MVX, a practical use for the Monguard system in the form of a lightweight in-process Multi Version Execution (MVX) monitor, allowing us to perform selective MVX protection at a PLT library call granularity on vulnerable sections of the program, further reducing the overhead of cross-variant monitor synchronization. To solve problems that arose due to the tight control loop, we discussed static analysis methods using LLVM compiler framework middle-end passes to further increase the flexibility and efficiency of L-MVX, allowing runtime memory diversification without breaking program semantics.

One of the core tenets of software design is that there are tradeoffs in designing all systems and this too is true in state of the art of memory isolation, protection domains, and MVX systems today. We believe that in some cases, the tradeoff of stronger isolation boundaries for speed by enforcing these boundaries with the help of hardware features like Intel MPK can be the practical choice for memory isolation techniques. Shedding unnecessary protection
from MVX systems in areas that are not vulnerable to attack in exchange for reduced false-positive detection rates and potentially better performance also proves to be a more flexible and robust approach. In the next section we discuss the limitations of the current systems and explore ways in which we can further improve upon them from security and performance standpoints.

6.1 Limitations and Future Work

While it is an interesting technology, the usage of Intel MPK in in-process monitors comes with its limitations and caveats. Firstly, there is a limited set of protection keys that may not suit all monitor scenarios. This limitation can be removed by virtualizing the keys [42], however this comes at the cost of lower performance, another tradeoff. A second limitation stems from the fact that the PKRU switch operation is, for performance reasons, an unprivileged instruction. Combined with the fact that MPK does not check memory accesses on instruction fetches, it raises concerns about PKRU manipulation by untrusted code, either directly or indirectly through techniques such as Return-Oriented Programming (ROP). Thus, isolation schemes must be complemented with static code analysis [61] to validate each update of the PKRU register. Sequences of bytes forming PKRU manipulating instructions may also appear due to the variable size of the x86-64 instruction set, in a similar manner as ROP gadgets. Solution have been proposed including binary rewriting techniques [61] as well as traps based on hardware watchpoints [21] to address that issue.

Finally, simply updating the PKRU upon security domain switch does not prevent the leakage of registers content between domains. This can be exploited to mount an attack. Although the solution is to save, scrub and restore registers values, this may impact the latency of security domain switch operations. Similarly this problem can also be observed with
syscall instructions, namely in the pure monitor scenario without an MVX engine, there is nothing stopping an attacker from jumping to ROP gadgets within the untrusted application code, potentially finding and utilizing these syscall instructions through unaligned accesses thereby allowing the attackers to affect the system without tripping any MPK faults.

We currently do not support multi-threading with L-MVX. However, it might be possible to hook the pthread_create calls with a LD_PRELOADed version which spawns an alternate variant for that thread. This would also require setting up a separate shared memory IPC communication area for the thread and its variant and associating the pages with an MPK key. Next, while L-MVX is capable of protecting specific regions in the program, we are still blocked by the poor performance of protected regions within a tight control-loop. It remains the case that during every execution of the protected region we have to scan the entire address space for pointers as seen in Section 4.6. We have made progress towards solving this bottleneck in Section 4.7 but there still remains work to be done to solve the other two cases, specifically global data pointers on the heap and code pointers in both data and the heap at process duplication time.
6.1.1 Towards Finding Global Data Pointers on the Heap

To solve the problem of global data pointers on the heap, we have an untested idea and implementation which also leverages static analysis and function call replacement using a LLVM IR middle-end pass. This heavily leverages the Static Value-Flow analysis framework created by Sui et al. [53, 54, 55]. We propose the algorithm shown from a high level in Listing 6.1. First, MVXAA::initialize() builds the SVF module from the merged LLVM bitcode module, runs the SVF implementation of Andersen’s Wave Propagation analysis, and generates the Static Value-Flow Graph. The malloc callsite nodes (also known as source nodes in source-sink analysis) are also collected and stored in the sourceNodes set. Subsequently, MVXAA::collectProtectedFunctions() walks through the callgraph generated by SVF and collects all direct and indirect calls made by the protected function and stores them in the set protectedFuncNodes.

Listing 6.1: Heap global address detection algorithm pseudocode
As seen in Listing 6.2, \texttt{MVXAA::findGlobalAddressUses()} next looks at all Global Nodes in the SVFG and iterates over them, checking if the globals have their addresses stored into a pointer. In the SVFG this is represented by a Global node flowing to a Store node. Next, the algorithm performs \textit{Breadth-first Graph Traversal} using a FIFO worklist on the nodes downstream of the Store node to locate any uses of the global’s address and stores them into the \texttt{globalAddressUseNodes} set.

```cpp
MVXAA::findGlobalAddressUses() {
    foreach globalNode in SVFG:
        // Does the global node’s address value flow to a store node?
        if node has immediate child (Store Node):
            // Traverse down SVFG from that point:
            foreach nextNode in breadthFirstTraversal(node)):
                if useNode is a use of globalNode:
                    // Insert into globalAddressUse set:
                    globalAddressUseNodes.insert(useNode)
}
```

Listing 6.2: \texttt{MVXAA::findGlobalAddressUses} pseudocode

\texttt{MVXAA::collectUsesFlowingFromSourceNodes()} (Listing 6.3) iterates over the previously collected source nodes and performs a \textit{Depth-First Traversal} on the graph, checking to see if any of its child nodes also belong in the \texttt{globalAddressUseNodes} set collected in the previous step, while also adding or subtracting any constant GEP offsets encountered along a particular path. If there are child nodes of the source in the \texttt{globalAddressUseNodes} set, it means a global address was stored into heap memory. The algorithm then stores this source node and corresponding offset along the path into the \texttt{sourceToOffsetsMap}. 

We then proceed to replace the corresponding `malloc` call instruction with a call to a custom `malloc` function shown in Figure 6.1, also passing in the offsets at which the `load` instruction or instructions were loading from as additional parameters. The LLVM bitcode is then compiled into an ELF binary and run with L-MVX.

```
%call = call noalias i8* @new_malloc(i64 %size, i64 %offset0, ...);
%call = call noalias i8* @malloc(i64 %size);
```

Figure 6.1: L-MVX Duplicated Execution only for input handling code

Finally, at runtime, this `new_malloc` function is intercepted via `LD_PRELOAD` (Listing 6.4). We pass in only the size argument to the real `malloc` and call it, getting the runtime-allocated address from `malloc`. We can then insert the returned address added with the offset or offsets which were passed in as constants from the prior static analysis pass to a
new set called \texttt{updateSet}. Similar to the globals offset update in Section 4.7.1 we can then surgically update only those addresses with the offset of the moved process address space on variant replication without having to iteratively scan the heap for these pointers.

\begin{verbatim}
void* new_malloc(size_t n, uint64_t offset0, uint64_t offset1, ...) {
    /* Call real malloc and save the returned address */
    void* malloc_address = malloc(n);

    /* Store address + offset to updateSet */
    foreach offset:
        updateSet.insert(malloc_address+offset);

    return malloc_address;
}
\end{verbatim}

Listing 6.4: LD\_PRELOAD new\_malloc interception
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